Drive Cost Savings & Futureproof Your Technology Investments

In today’s rapidly evolving technological landscape, it is more important than ever to have the technology solutions necessary to keep your educational institution operating smoothly and efficiently. Finding innovative, cost-effective solutions that can address your institution’s ongoing needs and challenges can be a daunting process.

Through a diverse portfolio of technology contracts with leading providers, the E&I Technology team helps you make value-driven IT investment decisions for your institution while maximizing return on investment (ROI).

Data Center & Network Solutions that Enhance Operations

As your institution’s data and network requirements continue to expand, IT must be prepared with a strategy to manage all information securely and keep operations on track. Our suppliers can help you develop data center and network solutions that are agile, quickly deployable, and future-focused.

Hardware, Software, & Cloud Solutions to Keep Your Institution Connected & Secure

Having the hardware, software, and cloud solutions you need, built for your unique vision and objectives, can increase productivity, and helps keep your institution and information connected and secure. This enables you to concentrate on long-term strategy while empowering your faculty and staff to focus on what they do best—educating students.
Industry-Leading Brands

Our suppliers offer hardware and software solutions from top providers, including:

- acer
- Acquia
- Adobe
- AWS
- Apple
- Barracuda
- box
- Canon
- CISCO
- DELL Technologies
- DocuSign
- Extreme Networks
- Google Cloud
- HP
- IBM
- Intel
- Jabra
- Lenovo
- Microsoft
- okta
- Oracle
- poly
- Proofpoint
- Qualtrics
- Red Hat
- Salesforce
- Samsung
- SAP
- SolarWinds
- Splunk
- Tableau
- Vertiv
- VMware

From computers, mobile devices, and printers to AV systems, web conferencing services, servers, routers and more, our suppliers offer proven hardware and software solutions your institution can rely on.

Consulting, Implementation, & Support Services

When properly implemented and effectively supported, technology can transform teaching and learning. Our technology and consulting service providers have a wealth of experience working with the most trusted brands in education. These experts help improve your functional business performance through custom consulting, strategy, and services that are flexible, scalable, and help ensure that your IT solutions function continually, effectively, and securely.

Smart Investments Bring Significant Benefits

E&I’s Technology team and our contract providers have the hardware, software, networking, and data center expertise to help you drive significant time and cost savings, while futureproofing your institution’s technology investments. Join your fellow E&I members who have achieved significant savings and success through our technology contract portfolio.

For more information about our Technology category, please visit www.eandi.org/technology or contact your local E&I Member Representative or Michael Mast, Business Development Manager, Technology, at mmast@eandi.org.